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Roger Simon knows what caused the mess in Ferguson, MO.  
... But, you say, this was a white-on-black crime. An o-fay cop offed a brother. (Never mind that 
brothers can butcher brothers like it’s going out of style, this pig had white-skin privilege.)  Well, 
yes, and we don’t yet know the circumstances, but even accepting the narrative of, say, the 
Huffington Post that the cop was the reincarnation of Bull Connor and that the “youth” was a 
“gentle giant” on the way to a contract with PBS as the next Mr. Rogers, the event is basically a 
charade.  Everyone knows we’ve seen it before and everyone knows we’ll see it again.  In fact, 
many parties don’t want it to go away.  The beat must go on.  It has to go on or their very 
personalities will disintegrate.  And I will tell you why — what caused it. 

The Great Society.  There, I’ve said it.  The Great Society, which I voted for and supported from 
the bottom of my heart, is the villain behind Ferguson.  Ferguson is the Great Society writ large 
because the Great Society convinced, and then reassured, black people that they were victims, 
taught them that being a victim and playing a victim was the way to go always and forever.  And 
then it repeated the point ad infinitum from its debut in 1964 until now — a conveniently easy to 
compute fifty years — as it all became a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

The Great Society and similar policies screwed black people to the wall. It was racist to the core 
without knowing it.  Nobody used the N-word.  In fact, it was forbidden, unless you were Dr. Dre 
or somebody.  But it did its job without the word and did it better for being in disguise.  Those 
misbegotten kids running around Ferguson high on reefer and wasting their lives screaming at 
cops are the product of all this.  Stop it already.  No one has said this better than Jason Riley, 
author of Please Stop Helping Us.  Listen to Jason if you want to end Fergusons. 

  
  
Jason Riley who is on the editorial board of the Wall Street Journal has been 
on fire the past few days. Here's some videos of his appearances. Find a 
chance to watch some over the weekend. 
  
Forty five seconds on MSNBC 
  
Five minutes on O'Reilly 
  
Ten minutes on BooK TV 
  
One hour at Heritage Foundation 
  
  
  
  
Jason Riley is often in Pickings, but we never make much of the fact he is black. We 
like his work. Here is an example as he has some fun with Queen Hillary.  
Summer continues, and so do Hillary Clinton's blunders. This week brings news that the former 
first lady lives a lot larger than those blue collar Democrats who supported her for president in 
2008 might realize. 



We already knew about the quarter-million dollar speaking fees, but that's just for the speech. In 
addition, Mrs. Clinton "insists on staying in the 'presidential suite' of luxury hotels that she 
chooses anywhere in the world, including Las Vegas," reports the Las Vegas Review-Journal. 
"She usually requires those who pay her six-figure fees for speeches to also provide a private 
jet for transportation—only a $39 million, 16-passenger Gulfstream G450 or larger will do." 

Through a state public records law, the paper obtained documents related to Mrs. Clinton 
speech at a University of Nevada, Las Vegas fundraiser last fall. Her speaking contract includes 
a stipend for her staff and details such as how long she will remain at an event (90 minutes), 
how many photos she will pose for (50) and how many people she will pose with (100). ... 

  
  
  
Here's Kevin Williamson with something thoughtful on the question of how to help 
blacks.  
There are problems that are related to race, and there are problems that are related to 
economics, and it is difficult to untangle them. Ferguson, Mo., is largely black and relatively low-
income; View Park-Windsor Hills, Calif., is largely black and relatively high-income. The median 
household in Ferguson earns $37,517, or 70 percent of the national median: not well off, but not 
shockingly poor, either. The median family in View Park-Windsor Hills earns about $160,000 a 
year, or three times the national average. It will be no surprise that black communities in 
suburban Los Angeles with six-figure median incomes do not suffer from the same sort of 
problems experienced by poor black communities such as those in the St. Louis exurbs, 
Chicago, or Detroit. 

There are four occasionally overlapping schools of thought regarding poor black communities. 
The view most prevalent on the hard left is that the root issue is institutional racism, while one 
prevalent view on the hard right is that the root issue is genetics. I am not much convinced by 
the evidence for either one of these claims. The third view is that the main problem is cultural, 
that black Americans, especially in poor and heavily black communities, are taught to 
understand themselves as being cast in an adversarial role vis-à-vis institutions such as schools 
and businesses, with the result that they are less likely to take advantage of such opportunities 
as are available to them for economic advancement. The fourth view, closest to my own, is that 
the problem is fundamentally one of economics and economic history: Having been formally 
shut out of much of the economy until within recent memory, African Americans simply lag 
behind the average. The relatively fast economic advancement of other minority groups, such as 
Vietnamese immigrants, does not negate that premise: The history and position of black 
Americans is fundamentally different from that of immigrant groups. American institutions 
expended a great deal of effort to help assimilate and advance Vietnamese refugees, while 
many of those institutions had spent a solid century after the Civil War working to prevent the 
assimilation and advancement of African Americans. 

What might a policy response to that look like? ... 

  
  
 
 



Joel Kotkin makes the point that the people designing cities do not care what the 
vast middle class is looking for.  
What is a city for? 

It’s a crucial question, but one rarely asked by the pundits and developers who dominate the 
debate over the future of the American city. 

Their current conventional wisdom embraces density, sky-high scrapers, vastly expanded mass 
transit and ever-smaller apartments. It reflects a desire to create an ideal locale for hipsters and 
older, sophisticated urban dwellers. It’s city as adult Disneyland or “entertainment machine,” 
chock-a-block with chic restaurants, shops and festivals. 

Overlooked, or even disdained, is what most middle-class residents of the metropolis actually 
want: home ownership, rapid access to employment throughout the metropolitan area, good 
schools and “human scale” neighborhoods. 

A vast majority of people — roughly 8o percent — prefer a single-family home, whether in the 
city or surrounding communities. And they may not get “creative” gigs at ad agencies or writers 
collectives, but look instead for decent-paying opportunities in fields such as construction, 
manufacturing or logistics. Over the past decade, these jobs have been declining rapidly in 
“luxury cities” like New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. 

In contrast, such jobs, which pay $60,000 to $100,000 annually, have been growing —
 particularly as the industrial and energy sectors have recovered — in cities like Houston, 
Austin, Nashville and Salt Lake City. These locales also feature housing, relative to incomes, 
that is more affordable. 

Of course, few urbanists wax poetic about Dallas or Des Moines. They lack Brooklyn’s hipster 
charm, and often maintain some of the trappings of the suburbs. But these “opportunity cities” 
offer what Descartes called “an inventory of the possible” — urbanity as an engine of upward 
mobility for the middle and working classes. ... 

  
  
Matthew Continetti has a send off for Robin Williams.  
... What distinguishes Williams from Pacino and De Niro is the arc of his career. They came to 
prominence in dramatic roles, but have spent much of the last decade playing for laughs or 
parodying the mannerisms that made them famous. Williams began in comedy. His standup, a 
sort of experiment in what would happen if you took Jonathan Winters and injected him with 
adrenalin, remains a thrilling experience, a rapid-fire verbal cartoon in which Williams plays all of 
the parts and invents the plot as he goes along. He found a mass audience by playing the lead 
in a sitcom, Mork & Mindy. When audiences remember Williams, they will recall Aladdin, Mrs. 
Doubtfire, The Birdcage, maybe Flubber. All are funny. 

The comedies alternated with the tragi-comic dramas for which Williams won an Oscar and 
critical respect. But it was only in 2002, toward the end of his career, that Williams showed 
audiences his true range, playing disturbed losers in One Hour Photo, Death to Smoochy, and 
Insomnia. In 2009, he starred in The Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, a well-reviewed stage 
production about the legacies of the second Iraq war. At a time when Pacino and De Niro were 
descending into caricature, Williams was showcasing new aspects of his talent. 



The typical Williams character was an outsider. Sometimes, like in Mork & Mindy, he was 
literally an alien. At other times, like in Moscow on the Hudson, he played an immigrant. He was 
a mad man (The Fisher King), a grown-up Peter Pan (Hook), a gay man (The Birdcage), a fast-
aging child (Jack), and a robot (Bicentennial Man). His specialty was playing characters at the 
margins of their profession: the DJ in Good Morning Vietnam, the itinerant teacher in Dead 
Poets Society, the doctor who tends to locked-in cases in Awakenings, the out-of-work voice 
actor in Mrs. Doubtfire, the MIT-trained psychiatrist who teaches at a community college in 
Good Will Hunting, the unconventional Patch Adams. ... 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Roger L. Simon 
The Real Villain of Ferguson 

It’s hard to have sympathy for anyone in the Ferguson affair — the cops, the demonstrators, the 
pontificating politicians, the exploitative media or we its pathetically loyal audience that keeps 
tuning in.  The whole event plays out like the umpteenth rerun of the famous quote from Marx 
about history repeating itself, the first time as tragedy, the second time as farce. 

By that accounting we should all be at Aristophanes, Moliere or Groucho (pick your favorite 
farceur) times ten by now. 

Unfortunately, however, it’s farce with virtually no comedy, no humor.  The Ferguson affair is a 
grim business indeed, particularly grim watching the latest nightly edition — the eighth one! — 
on television Monday evening.  On and on it goes, the roundelay of police and demonstrators, 
 tear gas and bloviation.  We even have the old standbys from the O.J. trial (Dr. Baden Baden 
Baden) making an appearance for the second of who knows how many autopsies to be 
conducted.  Where is Marcia Clark?  And there must be someone Alan Dershowitz can 
represent?  Admittedly, the good professor has hands full with the Israeli-
Palestinian conflagration, but he has retired from Harvard Law so he should have some free 
time to multi-task.  And most of all — where’s Geraldo?  It’s hard to believe he’s not on the 
scene by now, flagellating us all about  America’s perpetual racial crisis. 

(To his credit, Fox’s Shepard Smith wondered aloud Monday whether the media was actually 
exacerbating the situation and might help things by going home.) 

By now you’re thinking, what’s Simon doing making light of this?  Okay, it’s a media circus but 
an eighteen-year old kid died here, even if he was a bit of stoned thug who liked to beat up 
clerks in convenience stores just to make off with a box of cigars. He didn’t deserve to die. 

No, and neither did several hundred — or is it thousands — or even tens of thousands — who 
died in a similar time frame. 

But, you say, this was a white-on-black crime. An o-fay cop offed a brother. (Never mind that 
brothers can butcher brothers like it’s going out of style, this pig had white-skin privilege.)  Well, 
yes, and we don’t yet know the circumstances, but even accepting the narrative of, say, the 



Huffington Post that the cop was the reincarnation of Bull Connor and that the “youth” was a 
“gentle giant” on the way to a contract with PBS as the next Mr. Rogers, the event is basically a 
charade.  Everyone knows we’ve seen it before and everyone knows we’ll see it again.  In fact, 
many parties don’t want it to go away.  The beat must go on.  It has to go on or their very 
personalities will disintegrate.  And I will tell you why — what caused it. 

The Great Society.  There, I’ve said it.  The Great Society, which I voted for and supported from 
the bottom of my heart, is the villain behind Ferguson.  Ferguson is the Great Society writ large 
because the Great Society convinced, and then reassured, black people that they were victims, 
taught them that being a victim and playing a victim was the way to go always and forever.  And 
then it repeated the point ad infinitum from its debut in 1964 until now — a conveniently easy to 
compute fifty years — as it all became a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

The Great Society and similar policies screwed black people to the wall. It was racist to the core 
without knowing it.  Nobody used the N-word.  In fact, it was forbidden, unless you were Dr. Dre 
or somebody.  But it did its job without the word and did it better for being in disguise.  Those 
misbegotten kids running around Ferguson high on reefer and wasting their lives screaming at 
cops are the product of all this.  Stop it already.  No one has said this better than Jason Riley, 
author of Please Stop Helping Us.  Listen to Jason if you want to end Fergusons. 

  
  
  
Jason Riley who is on the editorial board of the Wall Street Journal has been 
on fire the last few days. Here's some videos of his apprearances. Find a 
chance to watch some over the weekend. 
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFomUgbqUFc     Forty five seconds on MSNBC 
  
  
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq0U0czvjgQ        Five minutes on O'Reilly 
  
  
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnAq7HhaqZA      Ten minutes on BooK TV 
  
  
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9wWF1_YFBA    One hour at Heritage Foundation 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 



WSJ  -  Political Diary 
Princess Hillary 
Jason L. Riley  

Summer continues, and so do Hillary Clinton's blunders. This week brings news that the former 
first lady lives a lot larger than those blue collar Democrats who supported her for president in 
2008 might realize. 

We already knew about the quarter-million dollar speaking fees, but that's just for the speech. In 
addition, Mrs. Clinton "insists on staying in the 'presidential suite' of luxury hotels that she 
chooses anywhere in the world, including Las Vegas," reports the Las Vegas Review-Journal. 
"She usually requires those who pay her six-figure fees for speeches to also provide a private 
jet for transportation—only a $39 million, 16-passenger Gulfstream G450 or larger will do." 

Through a state public records law, the paper obtained documents related to Mrs. Clinton 
speech at a University of Nevada, Las Vegas fundraiser last fall. Her speaking contract includes 
a stipend for her staff and details such as how long she will remain at an event (90 minutes), 
how many photos she will pose for (50) and how many people she will pose with (100). 

"Her lifestyles of the rich and famous ways and comments that she made about her wealth 
during a recent book tour have fueled criticism that she's out of touch with average Americans," 
reports the Review Journal. 

Out of touch, or out of practice? Let's remember that Mrs. Clinton hasn't run for anything in six 
years. Whether it's her clumsy attempts to explain her wealth or her clumsy attempts to distance 
herself from President Obama's foreign policy, Mrs. Clinton is making a lot of unforced errors. 

"The idea of Clinton as a candidate has always been better than the reality of a Clinton 
candidacy," Jennifer Rubin of the Washington Post wrote recently. "She lacks her husband's 
charm. She is forever claiming that her experience entitles her to the next rung on the ladder. 
And she doesn't have original ideas or political creativity." 

She also doesn't have a Democratic challenger, since her refusal to rule out a 2016 run has 
cleared the field. That reality has allowed her to get away with these mistakes. But if she keeps 
this up, she won't not have a challenger for long.  

  
  
  
National Review 
How Not to Help 
It’s tough to tailor economic policies to help communities such as Ferguson, Mo.  
by Kevin D. Williamson  

There are problems that are related to race, and there are problems that are related to 
economics, and it is difficult to untangle them. Ferguson, Mo., is largely black and relatively low-
income; View Park-Windsor Hills, Calif., is largely black and relatively high-income. The median 
household in Ferguson earns $37,517, or 70 percent of the national median: not well off, but not 
shockingly poor, either. The median family in View Park-Windsor Hills earns about $160,000 a 
year, or three times the national average. It will be no surprise that black communities in 



suburban Los Angeles with six-figure median incomes do not suffer from the same sort of 
problems experienced by poor black communities such as those in the St. Louis exurbs, 
Chicago, or Detroit. 

There are four occasionally overlapping schools of thought regarding poor black communities. 
The view most prevalent on the hard left is that the root issue is institutional racism, while one 
prevalent view on the hard right is that the root issue is genetics. I am not much convinced by 
the evidence for either one of these claims. The third view is that the main problem is cultural, 
that black Americans, especially in poor and heavily black communities, are taught to 
understand themselves as being cast in an adversarial role vis-à-vis institutions such as schools 
and businesses, with the result that they are less likely to take advantage of such opportunities 
as are available to them for economic advancement. The fourth view, closest to my own, is that 
the problem is fundamentally one of economics and economic history: Having been formally 
shut out of much of the economy until within recent memory, African Americans simply lag 
behind the average. The relatively fast economic advancement of other minority groups, such as 
Vietnamese immigrants, does not negate that premise: The history and position of black 
Americans is fundamentally different from that of immigrant groups. American institutions 
expended a great deal of effort to help assimilate and advance Vietnamese refugees, while 
many of those institutions had spent a solid century after the Civil War working to prevent the 
assimilation and advancement of African Americans. 

What might a policy response to that look like? 

Affirmative action has proven problematic for a number of reasons. One is that it offends many 
Americans’ sense of justice, the idea that there should be no racial distinction between people 
under the law. A related problem is that much of the evidence suggests that affirmative action 
does relatively little to help economically disadvantaged people, that its main beneficiaries are 
middle- to upper-income members of minority groups and white women. Because our policy 
debates are dominated by intellectually insulated elites, we spend a great deal of time arguing 
about things like admissions standards at elite schools, as though the problem facing the typical 
poor black resident of St. Louis were whether to attend law school at Missouri State or Harvard. 
Many government agencies have requirements for awarding contracts to minority-owned firms, 
paying little mind to the fact that people who own companies in the running for government 
contracts are unlikely to be in a recognizably disadvantaged position. 

It should be unobjectionable to maintain that, whatever one thinks about factors such as race 
and racism, people in Detroit or Ferguson would be better off if they were better off, that higher 
incomes and more wealth could counteract a great many powerful negative forces. At the very 
least, it is difficult to imagine how that would leave members of those communities worse off. 

But the problem of tailoring economic policies toward such ends is a very difficult one. 

Consider the checkered history of the Workforce Investment Act, signed into law by President 
Bill Clinton, significantly expanded under President Barack Obama’s stimulus program, and 
recently reauthorized with broad bipartisan support in Congress. The strategy behind WIA could 
not be simpler: A. Identify unemployed or underemployed people; B. Make a list of jobs likely to 
be in high demand in the future; C. Match one of Column A with one of Column B, and spend a 
few billion dollars a year getting them together through training programs. 

This works about as well as you would expect. Employees of the federal government have 
(almost by definition) no competence when it comes to understanding demand for workers in the 



private sector, and they have effectively zero ability to determine whether an unemployed 
construction worker in Louisville has any affinity for working as a cardiovascular technician. The 
New York Times, in a far-reaching examination of the program, found a man in precisely that 
position, and the net effect of his experience was $20,000 in school loans training him for a job 
that never materialized and that probably never will. The Times found much evidence that the 
program leaves its so-called beneficiaries worse off than when they started; the federal 
government studiously keeps no records of whether those who sign up for the program ever 
earn a degree or a professional credential — or whether they find jobs as a result of it. If you 
don’t keep the data, it cannot be used against you. 

But when the government decides to spend $3.1 billion a year on some daft enthusiasm, you 
can be sure that a bucket brigade will show up to take that money off its hands. In this case, 
institutions ranging from dodgy for-profit vocational programs to local community colleges have 
been more than happy to take the money and have done precious little to see that some 
unemployed person benefits from it. Unsurprisingly, default rates on student loans taken out by 
people in these programs run very high — meaning that “beneficiaries” can add damaged credit 
to debt and unemployment on their list of financial woes. 

When it comes to making moves in the marketplace — for instance, by trying to connect 
particular unemployed people with particular job opportunities expected to develop in the future 
— it is a good general rule that the more specific the plan, the worse it will perform. The federal 
government knows this — that’s why it does not keep records on whether such programs work. 
Add another layer of specificity — we want to specifically help poor minority communities in 
areas with histories of concentrated poverty — and the problem becomes that much more 
difficult. It is notable that one of the most dramatic periods of progress toward closing the black-
white income gap happened during the presidency of Ronald Reagan, whose administration did 
not do a great deal to address black families’ incomes as such — President Reagan’s program 
was one of general prosperity, which, if we take the economic data of the period as any guide, 
worked better than much of anything that’s been tried before or since. It is not as though the 
typical black family suddenly had a Windsor Hills income, but African Americans’ employment 
and incomes — both individual and business — grew faster than the national average from 
1982 to 1988, and black unemployment was cut nearly in half. Programs such as the Workforce 
Investment Act stem from the fact that politicians always feel the need to “do something,” the 
more specific the better. No doubt President Obama will have some very specific ideas about 
how to help communities such as Ferguson. 

And no doubt they’ll be the wrong ideas. 

  
  
New Geography 
The People Designing Your Cities Don't Care What You Want  
by Joel Kotkin 

What is a city for? 

It’s a crucial question, but one rarely asked by the pundits and developers who dominate the 
debate over the future of the American city. 



Their current conventional wisdom embraces density, sky-high scrapers, vastly expanded mass 
transit and ever-smaller apartments. It reflects a desire to create an ideal locale for hipsters and 
older, sophisticated urban dwellers. It’s city as adult Disneyland or “entertainment machine,” 
chock-a-block with chic restaurants, shops and festivals. 

Overlooked, or even disdained, is what most middle-class residents of the metropolis actually 
want: home ownership, rapid access to employment throughout the metropolitan area, good 
schools and “human scale” neighborhoods. 

A vast majority of people — roughly 8o percent — prefer a single-family home, whether in the 
city or surrounding communities. And they may not get “creative” gigs at ad agencies or writers 
collectives, but look instead for decent-paying opportunities in fields such as construction, 
manufacturing or logistics. Over the past decade, these jobs have been declining rapidly in 
“luxury cities” like New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. 

In contrast, such jobs, which pay $60,000 to $100,000 annually, have been growing —
 particularly as the industrial and energy sectors have recovered — in cities like Houston, 
Austin, Nashville and Salt Lake City. These locales also feature housing, relative to incomes, 
that is more affordable. 

Of course, few urbanists wax poetic about Dallas or Des Moines. They lack Brooklyn’s hipster 
charm, and often maintain some of the trappings of the suburbs. But these “opportunity cities” 
offer what Descartes called “an inventory of the possible” — urbanity as an engine of upward 
mobility for the middle and working classes. 

Ever since the Great Recession, many in America’s urban-focused pundit class have written off 
these cities, particularly in the Sunbelt, as places where the “American dream” has gone to die. 
Yet over the past 30 years, and now again, virtually all of the fastest-growing American 
metropolitan areas were located in the  West or the South. In 2012, nine of the ten fastest-
growing large metropolitan areas were in the Sunbelt, including big Texas cities like Austin, 
Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth, along with Denver, Raleigh and Phoenix. In 2013, Houston 
alone had more housing starts than the entire state of California. 

At the same time, immigrants — traditionally the most determined seekers of upward mobility —
 are now also flocking to places like low-cost Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston, which ranked 
second to New York in the last decade as a destination for the foreign-born. Immigrants are 
even heading in large numbers to locales such as Charlotte and Nashville, where foreign-born 
populations have doubled over the past decade. Finally, and perhaps most surprisingly given 
the prevailing tone of media coverage, these cities also have enjoyed generally faster growth in 
both college graduates and people ages 20 to 29  than New York, Chicago, Boston, San 
Francisco or Los Angeles. 

These trends can also be seen in population projections. The U.S. Conference of Mayors study 
predicts that Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston will grow to be nearly as large as Chicago by 2042. 
If the same growth rate were to continue through 2050, both Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston 
would be ahead of Chicago by 2050. 

To a large extent, this growth is fueled by middle-class movement to regions that offer both 
better economic prospects and more affordable housing prices. Before 1970, housing prices 
were largely even, relative to incomes, across the nation. Today, in large part due to regulatory 



and tax policies, they differ by as much as two to three times between  cities like Atlanta, Dallas-
Fort Worth and Houston, on the one hand, and New York, Los Angeles or San Francisco. 

Then there is the critical issue of employment. Since 2008, Houston has added more 
than 185,000 jobs and Dallas 115,000, more than New York, which is much larger. Los Angeles 
and Chicago still remain well below their 2008 employment levels. 

It is also often alleged that these are primarily “crummy,” low-income jobs, but the opportunity 
cities have generally enjoyed strong mid-skilled growth and, over the past decade, also higher 
levels of STEM jobs. Since 2001, Houston has led the nation’s large metropolitan areas in the 
percentage growth of net STEM jobs; Dallas-Fort Worth and Phoenix have expanded these jobs 
more than San Francisco, even accounting for the current social media bubble. Los Angeles, 
Boston and Chicago have suffered a net loss since 2001. 

Perhaps most important of all, these are overwhelmingly the places where people choose to 
start families and raise children. All 10 of the cities (metropolitan areas) with the largest shares 
of children 0-14 years of age are opportunity cities, with Salt Lake City, Dallas-Fort Worth, 
Houston, Riverside-San Bernardino and San Antonio taking the top five positions. On the other 
hand, luxury cities, such as San Francisco, New York, Boston, Seattle and Miami, tend to rank 
in the bottom third, according to American Community Survey data. 

Meanwhile, cities like New York and San Francisco continue to reflect the media’s preferred 
form of urbanism, first articulated by former New York mayor Michael Bloomberg that, to 
survive, a city must be primarily “a luxury product,” a place that focuses on the very wealthy 
whose surplus can underwrite the rest of the population. 

“If we can find a bunch of billionaires around the world to move here, that would be a 
godsend,” Bloomberg, himself a multibillionaire, suggests. “Because that’s where the revenue 
comes to take care of everybody else.” 

This reliance on the rich, notes a Citigroup study, creates a “plutonomy,” an economy and 
society driven largely by the wealthy class’s investment and spending. 

Luxury cities, increasingly, are less places of aspiration than geographies of inequality. New 
York, for example, is by some measurements the most unequal of major U.S. cities, with a level 
of inequality that approximates South Africa before apartheid. New York’s wealthiest 
1 percent earn a third of the entire municipality’s personal income — almost twice the proportion 
for the rest of the country. 

Other luxury cities exhibit somewhat similar patterns. A recent Brookings report found that 
virtually all the most unequal metropolitan areas – with the exception of Atlanta and Miami —
 are luxury regions, including San Francisco, Boston, Washington, D.C., New York, Chicago and 
Los Angeles. 

Smaller luxury cities such as San Francisco are generally the ones gentrifying fastest, notes a 
recent Cleveland Fed study. They also tend to be, as urban analyst Aaron Renn has noted, 
“white cities,” with relatively small and often shrinking populations of historically disadvantaged 
minorities. San Francisco’s black population, for example, is roughly half of what it was in 1970. 
In the nation’s whitest major city, Portland, African Americans are being driven out of the urban 
core by gentrification, partly supported by city funding. Similar phenomena can be seen in 
Seattle and Boston, where long-existing black communities are gradually disappearing. 



What this all suggests is that the future of American urbanism cannot follow the trajectory of 
luxury cities that, by their very nature, are difficult places for the vast majority of the population 
to live. Instead, the new role models — including for the hard-hit cities of the Rustbelt — will be 
found in those regions that have been able to provide the basic elements of middle-class 
aspiration: decent jobs, affordable housing and the chance to start a growing business. 

For years, Rustbelt cities have pegged their aspirations on mimicking “luxury cities.” But now 
local scholars, like Cleveland State’s Richey Piiparinen, believe these areas need to follow the 
opportunity city model. He points out that lower costs and a more family-friendly appeal 
is allowing Cleveland to attract more young, educated people to their region than they now send 
to places like Chicago or New York 

To achieve an urbanism that works for most Americans, cities need to develop a very different 
focus, emphasizing such things as affordability, middle-class jobs and opportunity. No doubt the 
luxury city model will continue to flourish in places, particularly for the well-heeled, but this 
paradigm is not applicable to most places, or most people. 

This piece originally appeared at The Washington Post. 

Joel Kotkin is executive editor of NewGeography.com and Distinguished Presidential Fellow in 
Urban Futures at Chapman University, and a member of the editorial board of the Orange 
County Register. His newest book, The New Class Conflict is now available for pre-order at 
Amazon and Telos Press. 

  
  
  
Free Beacon 
The Genie of San Francisco 
Robin Williams, 1951-2014 
by Matthew Continetti 

Some of the best actors make the worst movies. Robin Williams, who killed himself Monday, 
made clunkers like Popeye, Bicentennial Man, What Dreams May Come, and Jumanji. But that 
isn’t a difference between Williams and actors of similar caliber such as Al Pacino and Robert 
De Niro. It’s a similarity. 

Pacino’s last good turn was as Shylock in the 2004 Merchant of Venice. He’s been in dreck ever 
since. De Niro was excellent in Silver Linings Playbook, and had an enjoyable cameo in 
American Hustle. But one has to go back to the late 1990s to find this greatest of American 
actors in roles commensurate with his talent: Ronin (1998), Jackie Brown (1997), Marvin’s 
Room (1996). The unevenness of an actor’s resume is not a judgment against him. It’s 
confirmation that film is a collaborative enterprise. 

What distinguishes Williams from Pacino and De Niro is the arc of his career. They came to 
prominence in dramatic roles, but have spent much of the last decade playing for laughs or 
parodying the mannerisms that made them famous. Williams began in comedy. His standup, a 
sort of experiment in what would happen if you took Jonathan Winters and injected him with 
adrenalin, remains a thrilling experience, a rapid-fire verbal cartoon in which Williams plays all of 
the parts and invents the plot as he goes along. He found a mass audience by playing the lead 



in a sitcom, Mork & Mindy. When audiences remember Williams, they will recall Aladdin, Mrs. 
Doubtfire, The Birdcage, maybe Flubber. All are funny. 

The comedies alternated with the tragi-comic dramas for which Williams won an Oscar and 
critical respect. But it was only in 2002, toward the end of his career, that Williams showed 
audiences his true range, playing disturbed losers in One Hour Photo, Death to Smoochy, and 
Insomnia. In 2009, he starred in The Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, a well-reviewed stage 
production about the legacies of the second Iraq war. At a time when Pacino and De Niro were 
descending into caricature, Williams was showcasing new aspects of his talent. 

The typical Williams character was an outsider. Sometimes, like in Mork & Mindy, he was 
literally an alien. At other times, like in Moscow on the Hudson, he played an immigrant. He was 
a mad man (The Fisher King), a grown-up Peter Pan (Hook), a gay man (The Birdcage), a fast-
aging child (Jack), and a robot (Bicentennial Man). His specialty was playing characters at the 
margins of their profession: the DJ in Good Morning Vietnam, the itinerant teacher in Dead 
Poets Society, the doctor who tends to locked-in cases in Awakenings, the out-of-work voice 
actor in Mrs. Doubtfire, the MIT-trained psychiatrist who teaches at a community college in 
Good Will Hunting, the unconventional Patch Adams. 

Williams relished playing outsiders because he was one himself. He was a chubby kid who 
learned that the best way to befriend kids at school was to make them laugh. He grew up in San 
Francisco surrounded by eccentrics and hippies and artists. He was a progressive who starred 
in the feminist World According to Garp, in an antiwar movie, in a children’s movie about 
divorce, and in the first mainstream comedy featuring gay characters. 

He was a rebel hero in Dead Poet’s Society, inspiring his students with visions of art, poetry, 
Eros, the humanities, and self-creation. So charismatic was Williams as Professor John Keating 
that audiences don’t see the expulsion and suicide that mark the film’s conclusion as an 
indictment of student rebellion or romantic self-discovery. They choose to see the loyalty and 
passion Keating inspired in his pupils stamped down by an oppressive system. 

Williams was one of the greatest movie speechmakers. Perhaps it was his talent as a stage 
actor and standup comic that gave him the ability to hold the attention of distracted film 
audiences. Perhaps it was the unpredictability of his speech: the way it veered from reference to 
reference, from comedy to drama, from accent to accent. There are funny monologues in Good 
Morning Vietnam and Aladdin. There are serious monologues in Dead Poets Society and Good 
Will Hunting. There is the heartbreaking monologue at the end of Mrs. Doubtfire in which 
Williams, as the Doubtfire character, addresses a child whose parents have divorced. There is a 
chilling speech Williams delivers in Insomnia, in which he taunts a detective, played by Al 
Pacino, to accuse him of murder, and reveals his knowledge that the detective also has secrets 
he does not want revealed. The speech lasts the duration of a ferry ride in Alaska. It’s gripping. 

When audiences return to Williams’s movies, they won’t be looking for individual movies. They 
will be looking for individual speeches, moments when Williams’s voice and magnetism is 
electric, when this troubled old soul conveys the heights of human aspiration and the depths of 
human sorrow. It’s the power of these moments that place Williams in the company of the 
greatest movie actors. 

The list of classic Robin Williams is long. It stretches from Garp to Insomnia, and includes some 
of his televised comedy specials. And yet, if I had to choose the Williams movie whose 



immortality is assured, it would be Aladdin (1992). Not the greatest of Disney films, it is 
nonetheless one of Williams’s best performances. 

What makes Aladdin special is that it is the first movie in which Williams is liberated from the 
constraints of physical space. As the genie, Williams can do anything. No facial expression or 
physical slapstick is out of bounds. He displays his full spectrum of voices, and the animators 
create a suitable costume for each. This is the first children’s movie in which someone imitates 
William F. Buckley Jr. And children, not knowing who Buckley is, are delighted. 

In some ways Robin Williams was always the genie, able to make us smile and tear up, able to 
transport us from everyday life into the unreal world of film. Like the genie, Williams appeared 
every now and then, fulfilling our wish for laughter, for escape, for understanding. Then he 
would disappear. 

Robin Williams escaped the material world in Aladdin, and now he is loosed from ordinary time. 
But the greatness of film—and one of its dangers—is that it is timeless. Robin Williams is still 
alive in his films. The genie will return. 

  
  
  
  
  

 
  
 
  
  
  
  


